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software product is developed over a period of time. The
attributes are received prior to the beginning of the software
development project such that an anticipated quantity of
defects may be estimated prior to the beginning of the soft-
ware development project. Moreover, the software defect
forecasting system may estimate the anticipated quantity of
defects for some, most, or all of the various development
phases of the software development project.
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SOFTWARE DEFECT FORECASTING
SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

This disclosure generally relates to software development,
andmoreparticularly, to a software defect forecasting system
and a method of operating the same.

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

Softwareexecutedby computersmay range fromrelatively
simple organic software to complex software having many
source lines of code involving the development efforts of
numerous personnel. To produce a software product having
an acceptable level of quality, the work ofnumerous person-
nel shouldbe conducted in a generally coordinatedmanner.A
common practice implemented by many software develop-
ment organizations has been to conductpeer reviews inwhich
development personnel review one another’s work to remove
defects and hence ensure compliance with applicable speci-
fications, commonly accepted coding style, and overall func-
tionality of the software product. Some software develop-
ment organizations may monitor the quantity of defects
removedwith peer reviews andby other techniques through-
out development to increase the likelihood that enough
defects have been removed to produce a software product
with an acceptable level of quality.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

According to one embodiment, a software defect forecast-
ing system comprises a software forecasting tool operable to
receive a number of attributes associated with a software
development project from a user interface. The attributes are
associated with a software development project in which a
software product is developed over a period of time. The
attributes are received prior to the beginning of the software
development project such that an anticipated quantity of
incurred defects may be estimated prior to the beginning of
the software development project. Moreover, the software
defect forecasting systemmay estimate the anticipated quan-
tity of defects for some, most, or all of the various develop-
ment phases of the software development project.
Some embodiments ofthe disclosuremay provide numer-

ous technical advantages. For example, one embodiment of
the software defect forecasting system may predict defects
that may be incurred by a software project before the begin-
ning ofthe softwareproject. Known software cost estimation
programs estimate an overall level of effort that may be
applied to an upcoming software project; however, they do
not estimate a quantity ofdefects that may be incurred during
anupcoming softwareproject. Estimation ofincurred defects
may, therefore, provide relatively greater accuracy of fore-
casts for a software development project than provided by
known software cost estimation systems. The software defect
forecasting system uses attributes known about the software
development project and/or attributes known about otherpre-
vious software development projects to estimateboth a count
ofthe anticipated software defects that may be incurred, and
optionally the time frame suchasweeks, months, orphases of
the projects at which they will be incurred. Knowledge ofthe
anticipated quantity and timing of software defects may pro-
vide relatively greater financial forecasting accuracy for the
software development project. In someembodiments, knowl-
edge ofthe anticipated quantity of incurred software defects
(bothas a total and atvarious points in development)may also
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2
prompt management personnel to provide preventative or
preliminary measures to alleviate hindrances to the software
development project.
Someembodimentsmay benefit from some, none, or all of

these advantages. Other technical advantages may be readily
ascertained by one of ordinary skill in the art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A more complete understanding of embodiments of the
disclosure will be apparent from the detailed description
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in
which:

FIG. 1 is a graph showing an example defect load model
that is empiricallymatched to an actual software defect curve
representing a quantity of software defects found during
development of an example software development project;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing one embodiment of a
software defect forecasting systemaccording to the teachings
ofthe present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a chart showing the relative accuracy provided by
software defect forecasting systemofFIG. 2when utilized in
conjunction with several ongoing software development
projects; and

FIG. 4 is a flowchart showinga series ofactions that may be
performed by the software defect forecasting system ofFIG.
2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE
EMBODIMENTS

Software generated for relatively complex computing sys-
tems may require the efforts of numerous personnel. The
efforts ofthese personnel should be coordinated in a system-
atic manner to ensure adequacy of design and quality of
software product produced. One approach to enhancing the
quality ofa softwareproduct has been to monitor the quantity
ofdefects found during the course ofa given software devel-
opment project. Ifa sufiicient quantity ofdefects are removed
early and throughout the development of the product, its is
likely that only a small, acceptable quantity of defects will
remain in the product at project completion; and excessive
costs for removing defects late in the project will be avoided.
Akey necessity forusing this approach is to have areasonably
good forecast of the quantity of defects that should be
incurred as development progresses (for example eachweek
ormonth), or during some or each development phase ofthe
software development project.
The rate at which software defects are incurred during

development typically follows a characteristic pattern: ramp-
ing up and then dropping slowly overtimeuntil relatively few
defects are found. This pattern may be characterized by vari-
ous types ofdefect loadmodels, such as a Rayleighmodel, a
Gompertz model, or a phase detection profile model. Defect
load models may accept as input, an estimate of the total
quantity ofdefects that may be found during software devel-
opment and distribute that total over the duration of software
development to aid in planning.
The Rayleighmodel and the Gompertz defect loadmodels

use various types of mathematical algorithms to model
changes in the defect detectionrate (for example, the quantity
ofdefects foundweekly ormonthly) during a software devel-
opment project.
The phase profile defect load model may segment the esti-

mate ofthe total defects to be found into the various phases of
software development. the proportion ofthe defects allocated
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for eachphasemay be based upon assumptions or analysis of
prior software development projects.

FIG. 1 is a graph showing an example Rayleigh curve
model 2 that is empirically matched to an actual software
defect curve 4 representing software defects found during
development of a particular software development project.
PointArepresents the beginning offormal testing andpoint B
represents an arbitrary point prior to completion of formal
testing. As can be seen, the quantity of software defects
detected each week increases to a maximum level and then
tapers off as testing proceeds.

FIG. 2 shows one embodiment of a software defect fore-
casting system 10that may provide a solution to this problem
and other problems. Software defect forecasting system 10
includes a computing system 12having a user interface 14, a
processor 16,and a systemmemory 18coupled together by a
systembus 20 as shown. Systemmemory 18 stores a software
defect forecast tool 22 that is executable by processor 16 to
receive attributes from a current software project 24 that
produces a software product 26 and/or one ormore previous
softwareprojects 28 that produces oneormore corresponding
previous software products 30. From these attributes, soft-
ware defect forecast tool 22 estimates, prior to start ofcurrent
software project 24, a quantity of defects that may be found
during development ofthe softwareproduct, alongwith, as an
option, the expected timing at which varying quantities of
defects will be incurred, for example, by week, month, or
development phase.
Certain embodiments of software defect forecast tool 22

may provide oneormorebenefits overknown software defect
estimation systems. For example, because the anticipated
quantity of software defects may be estimated prior to the
beginning of current software project 24, a forecast of the
softwareproject 24may bemanagedwith a relatively greater
degree of accuracy. The forecast may in turn, provide
improved anticipated costs of the software development
project over other known defect estimation systems. This
enhanced accuracy may also provide improved financial
management ofcurrent software project 24 in some embodi-
ments.
Computing system 12 may include any suitable type of

computing systemhaving processor 16 that executes instruc-
tions stored in systemmemory 18.Computing system12may
comprise a network coupled computing system or a stand-
alone computing system. In one embodiment, a stand-alone
computer system may be any suitable computing system,
such as a personal computer, laptop computer, ormainframe
computer. In anotherembodiment, computing system12con-
figured as a network computing system may be a number of
computer systems coupled together via a network, such as a
local area network (LAN), a metropolitan area network
(MAN), or a wide area network (WAN).A network comput-
ing systemmay enable theuser interface 14configuredonone
computing system to access the software defect forecasting
system 10 implemented on another computing system.
User interface 14 may receive attributes associated with

current softwareproject 24. In other embodiments, attributes
associated with current software project 24 may be received
from another software program executed on computing sys-
tem 12.In aparticular embodiment inwhich user interface 14
receives these attributes, user interface 14may include oneor
more input devices, such as a keyboard and/or a mouse for
inputting attributes and a display, such as a cathode ray tube
(CRT) or liquid crystal display (LCD) for view of entered
attributes.
Software defect forecast tool 22 includes a set of instruc-

tions that are stored in system memory 18 and executed by
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4
processor 16 of computing system 12. Software defect fore-
cast tool 22may provide an estimated quantity ofdefects that
can be used directly or used as an input to any suitable defect
load model. A defect load model generally refers to a math-
ematical representation of the expected, varying rate (for
example, defects per week or defects per month) at which
software defects will be found throughout the course of a
development project or the quantity of defects that will be
incurred during each development phase ofa particular soft-
ware development project. Inmany cases, software develop-
ment project 24 may include several development phases,
suchas a requirements phase, a designphase, and/or a coding
phase.
Any suitable defect load model may be used that sufii-

cientlymodels the behavior ofcurrent softwareproject 24. In
one embodiment, software defect forecast tool 22 incorpo-
rates a defect loadmodel that is empiricallymatched to oneor
moreprevious softwaredevelopmentprojects. Inthismanner,
software defect forecast tool 22may be tailored for operation
with any software development organization.
In one embodiment, the estimate of the expected quantity

of software defects may be based upon a logarithmic model.
In another embodiment, software defect forecast tool 22may
estimate the quantity of software defects according to the
following equation:

Estimated Defect Quantity:quonstant+fq ln*ln(e
(qufi/kaiHrsiperiDefect»

Where:
quonstant represents a bias for the equation;
fq ln represents a product used to scale up/down the loga-
rithmic term;

�

represents the natural exponent generally denoted by the
Greek letter epsilon;

quff represents a logarithmic factor which adjusts the
defect load based on the independent variable;

Inrepresents the natural logarithm function to be applied to
its operand; and

ka_Hrs_per_Defect represents the time to fix software
defects dividedby the quantity ofsoftware defects fixed.

Thevariables quonstant, fq 1n,andquffareconstants that
may be periodically tailored to empirically match the defect
load model to actual results from previous software develop-
ment projects. That is, the values provided for quonstant, fq
ln, and/or quff may be adjusted to match defects found
during one or more previous software development projects
using a suitable process, such as a least mean squares (LMS)
curve matching process. In one particular example, quon-
stant may be set to 10.089, fq ln may be set to —3.346, and
quffmay be set to 7.042. By adjusting quonstant, fq ln,
and/or quff on an ongoing basis over a number of software
development projects, software defect forecast tool 22 may
estimate defects in a reasonably accurate manner.
Software defect forecast tool 22 may use the variable

ka_Hrs_per_Defect provided as a leading indicator or a
lagging indicator to estimate the quantity ofsoftware defects.
ka_Hrs_per_Defect provided as a leading indicatormay be
derived from attributes associated with current software
project 24. Conversely, ka_Hrs_per_Defect provided as a
lagging indicator may be derived from attributes associated
with one or more previous software projects 28 or during
execution of current software project 24. That is, software
defect forecast tool 22 may use ka_Hrs_per_Defect pro-
vided as a lagging indicator in which measurements are
obtained from work already performed while ka_Hrs_
per_Defect provided as a leading indicator may obtain esti-
mated values of future development work.
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The ka_Hrs_per_Defect value provided as a lagging
indicator may use attributes from one or more previous soft-
ware projects 28. In many cases, development personnel of
oneparticular organization that are employed in current soft-
wareproject 24have alsobeen employedinprevious software
projects 28.Because personnel and the environment inwhich
they work may remain relatively constant through a number
of ongoing software projects, attributes associated with pre-
vious software project 28 may be used to determine the
ka_Hrs_per_Defect value prior to the start of current soft-
ware project 24. The lagging indicator within the context of
this disclosure may refer to a collected average quantity of
rework hours per defect. Rework refers to the testing phases
of software development where defects are resolved by the
author, designer, or programmer. For example, if a defect is
found in the developed software, the software product is
correctedduring rework tomeet the requirements inthe docu-
mentation. Because lagging indicators are not collected until
later phases of the project, they may be estimated for an
ongoing project by directly using or adjusting the lagging
indicator collected from a prior, similar project. ka_Hr-
s_per_Defect may be calculated by collecting the average
quantity ofhours required to resolve defects by the particular
people working on the software project. For example, the
lagging indicator may generally indicate that a particular
software development project team generally requires four
hours to resolve a defect. As another example, the lagging
indicator may indicate that a particular software team gener-
ally requires forty hours to resolve a defect.
The variable ka_Hrs_per_Defect provided as a leading

indicator may be derived from various attributes associated
with current software project 24 prior to its execution. These
attributesmay include anymeasured attributes that indicate a
competency and process maturity level of the organization
and its personnel and the complexity of the development
project. In one embodiment, the ka_Hrs_per_Defect vari-
ablemay be provided as a leading indicator using a commer-
cial off-the-shelf (COTS) software program, such as a
COCOMO (constructive cost model) software package
developedby Barry Boehm, or a SEER-SEM (SystemEvalu-
ation and Estimation of Resources) software package pro-
vided by Galorath Incorporated ofEl Segundo, Calif.
The COCOMO software package or a portion of the

COCOMO software package inputs a number of attributes
and generates an effortmultiplier (EM) in response to various
received attributes, such as product attributes, hardware
attributes, personnel attributes, and/or project attributes.
Product attributesmay include a required softwarereliability,
a size ofapplication database, and a complexity ofthe prod-
uct. Hardware attributesmay include a run-timeperformance
constraints, memory constraints, a volatility of the virtual
machine environment, and a required tumabout time. Person-
nel attributes may include an analyst capability, a software
engineering capability, applications experience, virtual
machine experience, and a programming language experi-
ence. Project attributes may include use of software tools,
application of software engineering methods, and required
development schedule. According to one embodiment, the
variable ka_Hrs_per_Defect may be calculated from the
generated effortmultiplier (EM) value according to the equa-
tion:

kaiHrsiperiDefect:frwkConstant+FrkaaCtor*ln
(Frwk Log Constant+(Frwk Log Factor*EM))
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6
Where:
frwkConstant represents a bias for the equation;
frkaactor represents a product used to scale up/down the
logarithmic term;

frwk Log Constant represents a logarithmic factor which
adjusts the result based on the independent variable;

Inrepresents the natural logarithm function to be applied to
its operand; and

EM represents the effort multiplier value generated by the
COCOMO software package.

The variables frwkConstant, frkaactor, and frwk Log
Constant are constants that may be periodically tailored to
empiricallymatchthe equationto actual results fromprevious
software development projects. In one particular example,
frwk Log Constant may be set to —0.027, frkaactormay be
set to —9.41, and frwk Log Constant may be set to 1.16.

FIG. 3 is a chart showing the relative accuracy provided by
one embodiment ofthe software defect forecast tool 22when
utilized in conjunctionwith several ongoing current software
projects 24. Symbols 32 represent an actual defect load den-
sity of current software projects 24 that are measured at the
conclusion of the software project. Symbols 34 represent an
estimated defect load density provided by software defect
forecast system 10.Symbols36represent a simple defect load
density that is typically usedby known software development
forecasting tools. In this particular figure, the defect load
density refers to a quantity of software defects incurred over
the entire software development project that has begun at the
commencement of development and ends at the completion
offormal testing. The defect load density refers to a quantity
of software defects that have been normalized according to a
determined thousand equivalent source lines of code
(KESLOC) ofits respective current softwareproject 24. That
is, defect load density may be given by the determined quan-
tity of defects divided by a determined thousand equivalent
source lines of code (KESLOC). As can be seen, software
defect forecast tool 22 may provide increased accuracy over
other known techniques for estimating a quantity of defects
thatmay be foundduring the development ofseveral software
development projects 24.
Modifications, additions, or omissions may be made to

softwaredefect forecasting system 10without departing from
the scope of the disclosure. The components of software
defect forecasting tool 22may be integrated or separated. For
example, the operationsofsoftware defect forecasting tool 22
may be performed by more, fewer, or other components. For
example, the operations of software defect forecast tool 22
may be performed by a dedicated computing system, ormay
be performed by a computing system that performs other
tasks.Additionally, operations of software defect forecasting
tool 22may be performedusing any suitable logic comprising
software, hardware, and/or other logic. As used in this docu-
ment, “each” refers to eachmember ofa set or each member
ofa subset ofa set.

FIG. 4 shows one embodiment of a series of actions that
may be performed by software defect forecast tool 22. In act
100, the process is initiated.
In act 102,a leading indicatoror a lagging indicatormay be

used to estimate the anticipated quantity of software defects.
Ifuse ofa leading indicator is desired, processing continues at
act 104. If use of a lagging indicator is desired, processing
continues at act 106.
In act 104, software defect forecast tool 22 may receive a

number ofattributes associatedwith current softwareproject
24. Attributes may include product attributes, hardware
attributes, personnel attributes, and/or project attributes. In
one embodiment, these attributes may be received and pro-
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cessed through a commercial off-the-shelf softwarepackage,
such as the COCOMO software package. Each of these
attributes may comprise a subjective assessment of various
aspects of software development project. For example, the
COCOMO software package may provide entry fields for
various subsidiary attributes of project attributes including
use of software tools, application of software engineering
methods, or required development schedule. Entry fields for
these subsidiary attributes may include a rating value that is
subjectively determinedby a user ofthe software defect fore-
cast tool 22. TheCOCOMO software packagemay use these
attribute values and subsidiary attribute values to determine
an overall score for current software project 24 referred to as
an effortmultiplier (EM).The ka_Hrs_per_Defect variable
may be calculated from the effort multiplier value as
described above.
In act 106, software defect forecast tool 22 uses a lagging

indicator to estimate the quantity ofsoftware defects that may
be incurred by current software project 24. The lagging indi-
cator provides the ka_Hrs_per_Defect variable according
to measured values from previous software development
projects 28 or frommeasured values taken fromwork already
performed during the current software project 24. If an esti-
mated quantity of software defects are desired prior to the
beginning of current software project 24, measured values
may be determined from one or more previous software
developmentprojects 28.Measuredvaluesmaybe taken from
the current software project 24 if an estimated quantity of
software defects are desired during execution ofcurrent soft-
ware project 24. For example, it has been estimated that
current software project 24 will require ten months to com-
plete inwhich threemonths have elapsed since its beginning.
Software defect forecast tool 22may be executed at this time
to provide an updated assessment ofthe quantity of software
defects that may be incurred by current software project 24.
In act 108, software defect forecast tool 22 calculates an

estimated quantity of software defects for current software
project 24. This value may be calculated at any time during
the execution of current software project 24. In one embodi-
ment, this value may be calculated prior to the beginning of
current software project 24. In this manner, relatively accu-
rate costs and other associated factors may be assessed prior
to the beginning ofcurrent software project 24. For example,
the estimated quantity of software defects may provide
enhanced accuracy of the financial forecast of current soft-
ware project 24 in some embodiments. The forecast may in
turn, provide control over various aspects ofcurrent software
project 24 to maintain its costs within realizable bounds in
some embodiments.
Inact 110, the defect loadmodelmaybe adjustedto empiri-

cally approximate the quantity of defects that should be
incurred as development progresses (for example eachweek
or month), or during each development phase of the current
software project 24. The defect load model may incorporate
any suitable function that approximates the behavior of cur-
rent software project 24 or one or more previous software
development projects 28. In one embodiment, the defect load
model may be adjustedby manipulating the values ofvarious
constants used to calculate an estimated quantity ofexpected
software defects, which may be allocated over time (for
example by week, month, or development phase).
In act 112, the process ends.
Although several embodiments have been illustrated and

described in detail, it will be recognized that substitutions and
alterations are possible without departing from the spirit and
scope of the present disclosure, as defined by the following
claims.
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8
What is claimed is:
1.A software defect forecasting system comprising:
a user interface; and
one or more processors to execute a software forecasting
tool coupled to the user interface, the software forecast-
ing tool configured to:
receive a plurality ofattributes associatedwith a current
software development project in which a software
product is developed over a period of time, the plu-
rality ofattributes received prior to a beginning ofthe
current software development project;

estimate, from the plurality of attributes, a quantity of
defects in the softwareproduct according to a lagging
indicator collected from one or more previous soft-
ware projects, the lagging indicator comprising a
value indicating reworkhours per defect derived from
the one or more previous software projects, the
rework hours comprising time spent on resolving the
defect; and

display the estimated quantity of defects on the user
interface.

2. The software defect forecasting system of claim 1,
wherein the software forecasting tool is operable to estimate
the quantity of defects according to a leading indicator, the
leading indicator comprising an effort multiplier value calcu-
lated from one or more attributes of the current software
development project.
3. The software defect forecasting system of claim 2,

wherein the effort multiplier value is calculated by a cost
estimation software program.

4. The software defect forecasting system of claim 2,
wherein the one or more attributes comprise at least one of
product attributes, hardware attributes, personnel attributes,
or project attributes.

5. The software defect forecasting system of claim 1,
wherein the software forecasting tool is operable to empiri-
cally match the estimated quantity ofdefects to a defect load
model and estimate a defect rate associated with the current
software development project according to the empirically
matched quantity of defects.
6. The software defect forecasting system of claim 5,

wherein the defect load model is based upon a logarithmic
function.
7. The software defect forecasting system of claim 1,

wherein the software forecasting tool is further operable to
determine a forecast for the current software development
project from the estimated quantity of defects.

8.A method comprising:
receiving a plurality ofattributes associatedwith a current
software development project inwhich a softwareprod-
uct is developed over a period of time, the plurality of
attributes received prior to a beginning of the current
software development project; and

estimating, from the plurality of attributes, a quantity of
defects in the software product according to a lagging
indicator collected from one or more previous software
projects, the lagging indicator comprising a value indi-
cating rework hours per defect derived from the one or
more previous softwareprojects, the rework hours com-
prising time spent on resolving the defect; and

displaying the estimatedquantity ofdefects on auser inter-
face.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the estimating of the
quantity ofdefects further comprises estimating the quantity
of defects according to a leading indicator, the leading indi-
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cator comprising an effort multiplier value calculated from
one or more attributes of the current software development
project.
10. The method of claim 9, wherein the one or more

attributes comprise at least one of product attributes, hard-
ware attributes, personnel attributes, or project attributes.
11. The method of claim 8, further comprising:
empiricallymatching the estimated quantity ofdefects to a
defect loadmodel andestimatinga defect rate associated
with the current software development project accord-
ing to the empirically matched quantity of defects.

12.Themethodofclaim 11,wherein the defect loadmodel
is based upon a logarithmic function.
13. A non-transitory computer-readable storage device

storing instructions that, when executed by one ormore pro-
cessors, configure the one or more processors to:
receive a plurality of attributes associated with a current
software development project inwhich a softwareprod-
uct is developed over a period of time, the plurality of
attributes received prior to a beginning of the current
software development project;

estimate, from the plurality of attributes, a quantity of
defects in the software product according to a lagging
indicator collected from one or more previous software
projects, the lagging indicator comprising a value indi-
cating rework hours per defect derived from the one or
more previous softwareprojects, the rework hours com-
prising time spent on resolving the defect; and

display the estimated quantity of defects on a user inter-
face.

14. The storage device of claim 13, wherein the software
forecasting tool is operable to estimate the quantity ofdefects
according to a leading indicator, the leading indicator com-
prising an effort multiplier value calculated from oneormore
attributes ofthe current software development project.
15.The storagedeviceofclaim 14,wherein the oneormore

attributes comprise at least one of product attributes, hard-
ware attributes, personnel attributes, or project attributes.
16. The storage device of claim 13, wherein the instruc-

tions are further configured to:
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empirically match the estimated quantity of defects to a
defect load model and estimate a defect rate associated
with the current software development project accord-
ing to the empirically matched quantity of defects.

17.The storagedevice ofclaim 16,wherein the defect load
model is based upon a logarithmic function.
18.A software defect forecasting system, comprising:
memory to store information associated with software
development projects; and

one or more processors to execute a software forecasting
tool, the software forecasting tool configured to:
receive a plurality ofattributes associatedwith a current
software development project in which a software
product is to be developed over a period of time, the
plurality ofattributes received prior to a beginning of
the current software development project;

determinewhether a lagging indicator or a leading indi-
catorwill be used to estimate a quantity ofdefects in
the software product, the lagging indicator collected
from one or more previous software development
projects and the lagging indicator comprising a value
indicating rework hours per defect derived from the
one ormore previous software development projects,
the rework hours comprising time spent on resolving
the defect, and the leading indicator comprising an
effort multiplier value calculated from one or more
attributes of the current software development
project;

responsive to a first indication that the lagging indicator
will be used, estimate, using theplurality ofattributes,
the quantity ofdefects in the softwareproduct accord-
ing to the lagging indicator;

responsive to a second indication that the leading indi-
cator will be used, estimate, using the plurality of
attributes, the quantity ofdefects in the softwareprod-
uct according to the leading indicator; and

display the estimated quantity of defects on the user
interface.
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